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1.Abstract: This paper defines dialect, Mainstream American English (MAE), and Black American 

 English (AAVE) and seeks to explain why DARE speaker SCO67 sounds  both  “Southern” and  

“Black” even though his speech does not exhibit any overt “stigmatic” vernacular features.  

After a thorough analysis of the DARE reading passage and casual speech recordings, the author 

 concludes that although SCO67 is a mainstream American English speaker in every sense of the 

 accepted definition, he is both Southern and Black and can readily be identified as such. The 

 paper argues that criteria in addition to phonology, morphology, syntax, lexicon, and colorful 

 expressions must be utilized to assess a speaker’s racial identity and suggests that “black 

 speech” (like “female speech”) is perhaps an imagined socio-psychological construct rather  

than a reality based on scientific linguistics alone.  

2. Introduction - Many Americans believe they can identify the race of an individual merely by listening 

 to the speech of that person in a taped recording or by conversing with him/her on the telephone.  

While language is purely a cultural acquisition (a product of nurture rather than nature) and has little or 

 nothing to do with the race of an individual, per se, it is indeed interesting to note that a Black speaker  

can, in many instances, be differentiated from a White speaker even if they happen to be from the same 

 region of the country. When we hear speeches by Jesse Jackson or Martin Luther King and compare   

them to ones uttered by John F. Kennedy or Lyndon B. Johnson we can easily identify that the first two  

speakers are black and the latter two white. But how can we do this? 

Usually, the observer draws his/her conclusion based on one or more of the following four linguistic 

 parameters: 1) phonology (how words are pronounced); 2) lexicon (the vocabulary used); 3) 

 morphology - syntax (the grammatical alignment of words to form phrases and sentences); and 4) slang  

or other colorful expressions (often metaphorical) as in “cool down pappy, don’t you blow your top.”  

A fifth factor may be found in the field of pragmatics. If an individual, in greeting someone, says  

“Howdy” instead of “Hi” we can assume that s/he is from the South or West. On the other hand, If s/he  

says “How’s it?” we can assume the speaker is from Hawaii.  Both these expressions are “regional 



 identifiers” with which DARE mainly concerns itself.  

However, if a person says: “What’s happening?”, s/he is immediately identified as being black. That is,  

this expression is no longer a “regional” identifier; but rather a “racial” one.  Surely, it sounds 

 preposterous to suggest that the color of one’s skin can determine the way a person speaks. However,  

regardless of one’s ethnicity or vernacular we all tend to mimic those with whom we are in  

communication. Children imitate the speech of their parents and friends before assimilating the  

language of schooling and this is evidenced by the continued existence of code-switching.  Indeed, we all  

have multiple “codes” and we use each depending upon the situation in which we find ourselves. Our 

 speech can also be greatly influenced by higher education, radio, television, the internet, etc. 

  Therefore, It is not far-fetched to conclude that If people are separated by race (as in apartheid,  

segregation, or social-stratification) speech differences will certainly emerge due to the creation of  

distinct speech communities based on race or class. 

In this paper I will analyze the recorded speech of DARE speaker SCO67 with respect to the four above- 

mentioned linguistic parameters in an effort to ascertain his standardness as well as his regional and  

racial affiliations. Before proceeding with my analysis however, answers to the following questions must  

be provided: What is a dialect? What is Mainstream American English (MAE)? and What is Black English?  

That is, can language really vary according to the color of the skin of the speaker? Is MAE merely a  

euphemism for White English? My answer to both of these questions is an emphatic “no”; but requires  

further exploration and explanation. 

 3. Some Definitions - To my mind, MAE is somewhat like a gas which is oderless, tasteless, and colorless 

 and only receives its color, taste, or smell when it is uttered by speakers of an English dialect.  Indeed,  

MAE is defined “negatively” as an English free of “stigmatized” features of phonology (“incorrect”  

pronunciations), grammar (ungrammatical structures), and lexicon (slang), where stigma is any  

unacceptable blemish or flaw. Because every English speaker speaks a dialect, no one can really speak  

MAE without a distinct accent. Thus, MAE is a construct (an abstracted dialect) which embodies how 

 one actually speaks in order to be clearly understood by all speakers of the language. Since MAE is  

indubitably influenced by dialect, it can thus be likened to a river with many vernacular tributaries that  

flow into it. The currents of these tributaries, however, are filtered by “social stigma blockers”. With this  

metaphor in mind, let me now present precise definitions for MAE, Dialect, and Black English before  



proceeding any farther. 

According to the third edition of Wolfram and Schilling’s  American English: Dialects and Variation, the 

 three levels of “Standardness” in English are: 1) Formal or Prescriptive Standard English- applied  

primarily to written language and formal spoken situations that include objective standards prescribed  

by language “authorities”, as well as standards codified in usage books, dictionaries and other written  

materials; 2) Informal Standard or Mainstream English (MAE) - determined by the actual usage patterns 

 of speakers, where listener judgment is essential in determining socially acceptable norms that include  

regional and social considerations and defined negatively by the avoidance of socially stigmatized  

linguistic structures; and 3) Vernacular English - applied to spoken language and determined by usage  

patterns of speakers where listener judgment is essential in determining social unacceptability, and  

usage is defined by “the presence of a set of socially stigmatized linguistic structures”. Thus MAE is free  

of stigmatic flaws whereas vernaculars, by definition contain them. 

Dialect, which is influenced by settlement, geography, migration, contact and economic ecology, etc.  

may be defined as a community of speakers that share patterns of speech that differentiate them from  

other mutually intelligible speech communities. That is, a language can be said to be composed of  

mutually intelligible dialects, some of which are more prestigious than others. Furthermore, the speech 

 of individuals within a common dialectical community is further differentiated due to other factors such 

 as socio-economic class, gender, age, education, ethnicity, etc. 

According to Wolfram and Schilling (pg.17), it should be noted that “since both formal and informal  

standard varieties are usually associated with socially favored, mainstream groups, they are socially  

respected in American society; but since vernacular varieties like Black English are associated with 

 socially disfavored groups, they are not considered socially respectable.”  Had the South won 

 the American Civil War, I am certain that its dialects would be more prestigious and hence more 

 mainstream than they presently are. 

Black English or African American English (AAE), which developed as early as the seventeenth century 

 with the importation of enslaved Africans to the US, is defined on the internet as: “a set of sociolects 

 primarily spoken by most black people in the US (and many in Canada) and most commonly refers to a  

continuum ranging from African-American Vernacular (AAVE) to a more Standard English”. While 

 many people often understand AAVE to be an ignorant way of speaking, linguists define it as “the  



language employed by members of a specific group (here African Americans) to communicate with one  

another.” It is, in fact, neither an inter-language nor a haphazard form of communication; but rather, 

 like formal written language, has its own phonology, morphology, syntax, semantic and pragmatic  

components that can be codified in the same manner that grammarians codify MAE.  

The most extreme form of AAVE (known as ebonics) has, like other American vernaculars, its own  

unique grammatical, vocabulary, stylistic, and accent characteristics which vary from region to region  

and there is even a significant body of African-American literature where it is recorded in writing.  

Some of the most salient features of ebonics are: 1) the absence of a copular verb in sentences such as  

“he my brother” instead of MAE “he is my brother”; 2) omission of the genitive [‘s] as in “my friend  

book” instead of  MAE “my friend’s book”); 3) unique tense and aspect constructions as  in “he be  

runnin (he is running), he done ran (he had run), etc.; 4) simplification of diphthongs as in [ai] to [ah], 5)  

non-rhoticity (r-lessness) at the end of syllables  as in “yah” instead of  “here”; 6) metathesis as in [aks]  

instead of [ask];  and 7) a wider range of intonation patterns than most American vernaculars. Thus, it  

can easily be seen how the title of the old Negro spiritual “Kum ba yah” is not from an African language; 

but simply  the AAVE realization of MAE’s “Come by here!”. 

As can be seen from the above description, some of these features occur in other American vernaculars  

as well and are, therefore, not unique to AAVE. Many phrases like “I’m fixin to”, “I used to could” and  

“y’all” commonly used in AAVE are all characteristic of the other white dialects of the South as well.  

“The shallow-hypothesis” that suggests that ebonics and other less prestigious dialects are imperfectly  

learned Standard English is, therefore, false since it is a fully developed codifiable dialect of English  

spoken by a large population. However, as has been mentioned earlier, since it is associated with an  

unfavored black population it is largely condemned by mainstream America. 

4. Background - According to Wolfram and Schilling, there are five historical explanations for the  

existence of US dialects, namely: 1) settlement (i.e. who were the original settlers of a region and where  

did they come from); 2) language contact (with which other languages or dialects did their language  

come into contact); 3) social stratification (were these people ‘s social structure such that one level of  

the population would speak differently from the other); 4) migration - did these people once  

established, move from one area to another or did other groups move into their area; and 5) geography  

(did the original settlement result in social isolation or connection with other groups). 



With respect to the above cited considerations, I argue here that both settlement and social  

stratification had a significant influence in the shaping of AAVE as well as SCO67’s speech. Before the  

Europeans arrived in South Carolina, the land was inhabited by Native Americans belonging to several  

ethnicities, the largest of which were the Cherokee in the western part of the state) and the Catawba in  

the north. Both the French and the Spanish preceded British colonization; but their settlements ended in  

failure and those settlers are said to have left the area.  

The first permanent British settlement in South Carolina, however, was founded in 1670 and this  

settlement would later become the city of Charleston where SCO67, was eventually born and raised. 

 The dialect spoken by these first British settlers reflected the original “r”-less dialect they brought with  

them from the southeastern part of England; but may have been altered because of their contact with  

the Indians as well as with fellow Britishers (Scotts and Irish) having “r” full dialects.   

In the early days, that British colony attracted more settlers and the region soon was utilized to grow  

crops on large plantations. To accomplish this task the colonists imported large numbers of enslaved  

Africans to cultivate cotton as well as indigo (which was used to make dye) and this large Black presence  

undoubtedly had a great impact on southern speech since they once constituted nearly three quarters 

 of the total population of South Carolina. 

Indeed South Carolina, is home to the Gallah / Geechee , a large  group of enslaved Africans from Sierra  

Leone that was imported in mass to the sea islands of South Carolina to cultivate rice on the offshore  

islands and they arrived speaking their own dialect of English (Krio) which they used in Africa prior to 

arrival in America. According to Wikipedia: 

“Two British trading companies based in England operated the slave castle at Bunce 

Island (formerly called Bance Island), located in the Sierra Leone River. Henry Laurens was 

their main contact in Charleston and was a planter and slave trader. His counterpart in 

Britain was the Scottish merchant and slave trader Richard Oswald. Many of the enslaved 

Africans taken in West Africa were processed through Bunce Island. It was a prime export 

site for slaves to South Carolina and Georgia… As the rice industry was developed, planters 

continued to import enslaved Africans. By about 1708, South Carolina had a black majority. 

Georgia developed a black majority after rice cultivation expanded there in the mid-18th 

century. Malaria and yellow fever became endemic. Fearing these diseases, many white 

planters and their families left the Lowcountry during the rainy spring and summer months 

when fevers ran rampant. Others lived mostly in cities such as Charleston rather than on the 

isolated plantations, especially those on the Sea Islands.” 

In my view, AAVE as we know it today, first developed when these enslaved Africans from Sierra Leone 



 landed in America. These Blacks already spoke an English of their own called Krio. Moreover, many  

slaves brought to the US were “broken” or “seasoned” in the Caribbean where they were also exposed  

to Caribbean English.  Over time, these enslaved Africans mingled with others in the continental US who  

perhaps did not undergo the same experience and formed a unique speech community which was  

eventually influenced by the dialect of the English of the places where other Blacks were made to labor. 

 Thus “a set of black dialects” emerged which were identified not only with race but also with region.  At  

that time, in the South, they were forbidden to learn how to read or write and any white man who  

taught them to do so could be fined r imprisoned.  

Moreover, this separation continued after the abolishment of slavery through the implementation of  

Jim Crow laws upon which the Boers of South Africa modeled their own “apartheid” system and it was 

 only after 1954 that schools were compelled to integrate in the south. The so-called Great Migration,  

which took place after the Civil War, contributed greatly to the expansion of ebonics throughout the 

 north. where even there “red-lining” was enforced such that black ghettos were formed. 

In this regard it is also interesting to note that many Gallahs fled across the Ogeechee River to Florida  

where they, after merging with the Creek Indians there, formed a distinct dialect known as Afro- 

Seminole (Geechee). Indeed, the “krio hypothesis” is the only one that explains some of the odd  

features (e.g. the absence of copula verb between nouns) found in ebonics but not in other American  

dialects.  

I emphasize the Gullah contribution in this paper mainly because SCO67’s mother was a Gallah  

and, since she spoke Gallah fluently, this dialect no doubt had an effect upon her children. It is to be  

noted, however, that the native Cherokee also had large plantations worked by enslaved Africans and  

that their speech patterns too influenced regional speech. Indeed, not every South Carolinian speaks the  

same dialect and according to linguists Paul Reed and Glenn Starr there are four distinct dialect areas in  

the state, namely: 1) Charleston and its surroundings; 2) the Pee Dee; 3) the Midlands and 4) Upstate.  

 Reed also notes that aside from the region, age, sex, and race,  how strongly the speaker identifies with  

a region or group plays a large role in how a person speaks. Thus, it is not history alone that determines 

 dialect variation. 

We also must take into consideration the mutability of language which is constantly changing. 

 Interestingly Charleston (the hometown of SCO67) was once noted for its “r’ lessness as the people  



pronounced the name of their city as “Chaleston”; but nowadays, according to Reed, dropping the “r” is  

considered to be uppity. Also it is worthy of note that, though phrases like “I’m fixin to”, “I used to  

could” and “y’all” are all characteristic of the dialects of this state; none of them are used by SCO67. 

5. About the Speaker, Recordings, and Setting -  SCO67, the subject of my analysis,  was born 

 to a Gallah mother and raised in a small city near Charleston. He spent very little time out of  

the state. At the time of the recording, SCO67 was a 50 year old Black male. He  

was also identified by DARE as being a small-city dweller with a community college 

 education. Moreover, in his interview, he identified himself as an employee of the South 

 Carolina Commission for Farmworkers in Charleston County where he worked as an 

 “economic planner” as well as serving as the Director of a Self-help Housing Project.  

His manner of speech is described in the section 7 of this paper using four parameters:  

1) phonology; 2) lexicon; 3) syntax; and 4) other Southernisms (supra-segmental features) 

 and/or colorful expressions.  

SCO67 was recorded in two back to back situations by the same female DARE employee but  

with different formal scenarios, namely: 1) reading a story to elicit controlled speech (See  

transcription in Appendix 2); and 2) responding to an open-ended question to elicit casual free  

speech (See appendix 3).  Though the second situation was designed to elicit casual speech this  

was not fully obtained mainly because the speaker wanted to project the fact that he was 

 highly educated and thus paid a great deal of attention to his speech. Indeed (as was 

 mentioned by Starr in a lecture) there may be no such thing as natural speech, because we are 

 always conscious of our audience as well as our own motivation in speaking and are thus  

merely performing like an actor. As a result, SCO67 used MAE throughout and we are thus not  

privy to his knowledge, if any, of AAVE. 



With respect to Hymes’ speaking metric we can say the following about speech production 

 differences noted across the two scenarios: 1) the setting in both situations was the same as  

the speaker was responding to instructions from a female DARE employee collecting dialectical  

information which (partly because it was being recorded) demanded a formal response; 2) In 

 both situations we have the same female DARE employee soliciting speech from SCO67. It is  

noted here also that the speaker in both scenarios is supposedly addressing a female observer  

who he probably didn’t know before the encounter, but with whom he is fully cooperative.  

Moreover, since neither scenario represents a conversation, the effect here is only one of  

formality vs informality; 3) the objective of the recordings was to identify features of different  

dialects in reading and free speech, and not to persuade, enthrall, convince, etc.; but there may  

be a latent motivation on the part of the speaker to project his socio-economic status to his  

audience (the Dare interviewer and whoever might eventually listen to the recording) by  

demonstrating his command of MAE; 4) In the first scenario the controlled speech is a  

structured story which took 4 minutes and 46 seconds to read; but in the second scenario (free 

 speech) the speaker organized his response as he wished and spoke for seven minutes and 37 

 seconds about his work and about an incident that happened during a thunder storm.  

Speech differences between the two recordings were noted in the pronunciation of two words  

(idea, old) as well as in prosody; 5) the key of the response was centripetal, that is the speaker  

spoke to oblige the interviewer and possible auditors. This was particularly noted in the story- 

telling (for which see explanation, below); 6) the speaker is speaking into a tape-recorder and is  

thus aware of the need to be formal in both scenarios; 7) Both the participant and the observer  

are from the same culture and there is no difference in this regard between reading and 

 speaking. That is, SCO67 had no motivation to use AAVE; 8) Here we are dealing with two  



different genres of speech: controlled “story-telling” and casual “free-conversation”, and this I 

 believe, is the key element in provoking the prosodic speech differences observed between the 

 first and second scenarios.  

As far as the differences in speech observed between the first and second scenarios, with  

respect to “speaker-design” and “audience design”, I only noted, with respect to pronunciation,  

that SCO67 in reading “Arthur the Rat” consistently deleted the [d] in the word [old]. and  

inserted a final  [r]  in the word /idea/ to  break up the sequence of 3 vowels in a row (ideaR of  

it). He made no such “mistakes” in his “casual speech” presentation with the exception of  

saying “foteen” instead of fourteen. His pronunciation with all other words was essentially the  

same in reading as in speaking casually. 

With respect to prosody, however, he was much more artificial in reading the passage and his  

intonation, rhythm, and enunciation showed great variation seeming both feigned and  

exaggerated as if “acting” or “performing” in the role of a story-teller. That is, he spoke more  

slowly and emphasized words in the sentence that are not emphasized in normal speech.  

Indeed, he seemed to be addressing a group of children.  

I, therefore, conclude SCO67 imagined he was reading the story to a group of children rather  

than to the interlocutor and that that might have been part of his reading instructions. Note  

that we, unfortunately, are not privy to these instructions, but can assume from the “content”  

of the story that it was designed to teach children a lesson about the need to be decisive. As a  

result of this (according to the accommodation theory), SCO67 “converged” towards an  

imagined child audience to promote “communicative efficiency.” Here there is no opportunity  

for him to use AAVE other than pronunciation because it is a reading passage. 

Thus, even though he was speaking to the same DARE speaker (and the same tape recorder), 

 the audience in his mind was most definitely, a group of children and we know that when  

reading a story to children there is a tendency to change not only one’s prosody but the speed 

 of our discourse and enunciation to make the story more intelligible to them and perhaps  

sound more exciting.  That is, we (like SCO67) tend to perform and over-dramatize. 



With respect to audience design we can, therefore, say that in the “Arthur the Rat” tale, the  

DARE interviewer became a mere auditor and that the real audience was an “imagined” group  

of children listening to the recording. In the “free speech” scenario, however, the DARE  

interviewer was, indeed, the intended audience although SCO67 was aware that others would  

also eventually be encouraged to listen to it. This probably affected his presentation to make it  

more formal than had he not been recorded. Moreover, he may have been motivated to pay  

more attention to his speech because he wanted (in the construction of his personal identity)  

 to give all elements of “audience” the impression that he was, indeed, a highly educated  

project director. That is, he wanted to project his “socio-economic status”. 

The above discussion is important because the speaking situation determines which code a  

speaker will use and here there is no motivation to speak AAVE when addressing the DARE  

worker and no opportunity (other than pronunciation)  when reading. 

6. Expectations - Because SCO67 is from the south, I expected him to drop his [r] before and  

immediately following a consonant or at the end of words as southern dialect speakers (and  

people from Boston) often do. Because he is Black, I expected him to drop his “g”s in  

gerunds, a characteristic of Black speech as indicated by Trudgill’s  graph of [g] dropping In third 

  and fifth grade school children (for which see Appendix 4). Since he was a university graduate  

and working as an administrator I expected him to have a large vocabulary and speak well.  

I also expected him to know Gallah, since his mother was a Gullah speaker and thus color his  

English with Krio-like expressions at times. Finally, because he is both a southerner and black I  

expected his speech to contain many stigmatic features. 

Additionally, since southern speech (according to DARE) is characterized by the following  

features, I expected he would use at least some of them: 1) Word final consonants - a) absence  

of [r] vocalization (i.e. r-lessness) in word final position; b) use of [n] instead [ng] in words  

containing unstressed [-ing]; 2) Southern glide - where a) [ae] is pronounced [aey] before 

 silibants and nasals {eg. brass, ashes, aunt, long}; b) frontal glide [y-] after coronals as in {due,  

tune, Tuesday); 3) Parallel fronting of back vowels - i.e. a) [uw] and [u] {too, boots, put}; b) 



 fronting of [o] to [ow} as in go, road; and boat; c) initial [aw] becomes [aew]as in out and 

 mountain; 4) Back upglide shift -a) frontal [aew for MAE ; b) upgliding [aw] for [oh] as in  

caught, over, loft; and 5) Southern shift - a) monophthongal [ay] before vowel segments and  

word final as in high, side, wise, time; b) lowering of nucleus /ey/ as in day, made, chase; c)  

fronting, raising and ingliding of initial short vowels as in sit , sat; d) southern drawl - that is, 

 breaking of first long nucleai into two nucleai with an intervening glide; and e) monophthongal  

[oy]; and 6) Conditioned mergers  - where MAE minimal pairs are indistinguishable as in: a)  

merger of /i/ and /e/ before a nasal resulting in tin/ten both pronounced as tin an hem and him  

both pronounced as him; b) merger of /hw/  and /w/ resulting in non-distinguishability  

between which and witch or between whale and wail; c) [uw / u] distinction before “l” where  

fool/full and pool/pull become homonyms; d) /i/ - /iy/ merger before [l] making homonyms of  

fail / fell  and hill /heel   e) merger of /ey/ and /e/resulting in confusion between fail and fell as  

well as between sail and sell; f) erV / aerV merger resulting in such pairs as “merry/marry” and 

 “berry/Barry” becoming homonyms; and h) low back merger [o /oh] - resulting in the merger 

 of Don/dawn and huck/hawk. 

7. Methodology, Analysis & Results -  I listened intently to all the DARE recordings of the speaker  

comparing his speech to my own and noting any differences (see Appendix 3). I also carefully observed  

the quality of all of his vowels and diphthongs (See Appendix 3), as well as whether or not he dropped  

the final “g” in a word and if and where he dropped “r” (See Appendix 3). I also looked for words in the  

DARE listing only used by people of his region (See Appendix 1). With respect to the dimensions  

proposed by Wolfram and Schilling (pg. 59) used in determining the standardness of an individual’s  

speech, namely:  1) LEXICON defined as the vocabulary of a language; 2) PHONOLOGY (i.e. the sound  

system of a language); 3) GRAMMAR, the formation of words and sentences; 4) SEMANTICS  (word  

meaning = content); and 5) PRAGMATICS (i.e. the use of language forms to perform different functions),  

I only focused on the the first three parameters (lexicon, phonology, and grammar) to describe and  

classify my speaker because the corpus was too small (less than 13 minutes)  to address either 

 pragmatics or semantics in a meaningful way. In the case of SCO67, these two parameters, however,  

would have been very helpful to identify his “race” but not necessarily the “region”. 



With respect to phonology, SCO67 adhered steadfastly to the prescriptive standard, typically  

pronouncing all of his “r”s  as well as his final “g”s in gerunds and elsewhere. Moreover, with  

respect to vowel mergers as [BITE]/[BAD], [BOAT]//[BOOT] and [BOT]/[BAT], I noted no such  

mergers except in the pronunciation of the word “modern” which he pronounced with the  

[CAUGHT] instead of the [LOT} vowel. This reminds me somewhat of my own pronunciation of  

“water” with the [CAUGHT] vowel instead of the Wisconsin [LOT} vowel and thus is not  

considered stigmatic. In addition to this he pronounced the vowel in the word “called” with the  

[CAUGHT] vowel but with pronounced lip rounding such as to produce a difference between 

 MAE and his manner of speaking.  

Nevertheless, except for a single pronunciation of the word “fourteen” as “foteen”, he did not  

deviate in the least from MAE. Aside from deleting the final [d] from the word old before a 

 following consonant when reading the Arthur the Rat story and his “r” insertion (pronouncing  

“idea of it “ as “ideaR of it” (with marked stress on the first syllable), the only other unusual 

 phonemic characteristic of his speech was the notable prolongation of his vowels and  

diphthongs which, because it is not stigmatic, can not (by definition) be considered vernacular  

but rather a feature of accent. 

With respect to lexicon, SCO67 did not employ any distinctive “southern vocabulary” (for which 

 see Appendix 1) but rather made extensive use of vocabulary reflecting a high level of  

education. He seems to have a preference for selecting words with multiple syllables.  

Moreover, this tendency at times produced somewhat stilted speech. As examples of his diction  

he uses presently (instead of now), opportunity (instead of chance), rural persons (instead of  

country folk),  primarily (instead of first), cultivate (instead of farm), and substantially (instead  

of greatly) all of which are words borrowed from Latin and have cognate forms in Spanish. This  

implies a diction characterized by a conscious selection of latinate words over common English  

ones to possibly further the impression that he is educated. Moreover, his use of the terms  

“front loader” and “back hoe” reflect his knowledge of farm equipment. The use of the word  

Almighty (instead of God or Lord), however, reflects his southern (and possibly Black) origin. 



With respect to grammar (morphology + syntax) SCO67, at times, uses some pretty awkward  

phrases to express himself. The adjectival clause “That grows in the marshes wild” is a case in  

point where the adverb is placed at the end of the phrase rather than after the verb.   

Moreover, his use of the noun phrases “rural persons” and “my inner self” sounds like he is  

over-reaching in his effort to produce learned speech. Curiously, however, he refers to his work  

as “an interesting thing” instead of the expected “an occupation” or “topic”. His frequent use of   

”I  happen / happened to be” instead of simply saying “I am” or “I was” is also characteristic of  

his speech which, at least to me, sounds somewhat peculiar.  Interestingly, his use of “some  

few” is reminiscent of “might could”, a southern speech grammatical peculiarity.  Finally, I  

would be remiss if I didn’t mention his use of “the tree was stripped by lightning” instead of 

 “struck by lightning”. But perhaps, since he added “from head to toe” (referring to a tree) he  

really wanted to say “stripped”. This is a bit poetic (comparing a tree to a person) as is his  

somewhat down-home metaphor identifying his four-year old daughter as his “heart beat.”But  

both of these expressions were important factors in my identification of him as a black  

southerner despite his adherence MAE 

8. Conclusions Drawn - My analysis of SCO67’s speech produced some very surprising results.  In 

 short, I noted his speech was slow and clear with good diction and enunciation both in reading 

 and casual speech. Phonologically, he retained all of his ‘r’s as well as “g” endings and had no  

problem distinguishing vowel quality in vowel pairs that are often problematic for many  

southerners.  Lexically, he demonstrated command of a large vocabulary with preference for 

 latinate words and did not use any of the lexicon unique to southerners (for which see  

Appendix 1). With respect to syntax he had some awkward constructions, but all of them were 

 grammatical. The only “colorful” expression and “southernism”  I noted was that he  

pronounced the number “fourteen” as “foteen”, referred to his little daughter as his “heart  

beat”,  and to God as “the Almighty” -  all key words to southern dentification.   Otherwise, his  

speech reflected the demeanor of a teacher or administrator which he was at the time. That is,  

he spoke nearly flawless, southern MAE. Most importantly, however, he did not exhibit any of  



the distinctive features of ebonics (e.g.. “he be” , “she be”, etc.)  which is important to the  

identification of “Black” rather than “southern” speech” . 

These findings however were attenuated when I learned from an article by Baranowski, who  

wrote his PhD dissertation dealing with the dialect of Charleston, that the Charleston dialect is  

distinctly non-southern and indeed is “diametrically opposed” to the surrounding southern  

dialects.  Whereas the upper classes exhibit more southern-like speech, the speech of the vast  

majority of the population of this region (which extends southwards, some 50 miles in diameter 

 along the Atlantic coast including Beaufort) has the following six characteristics: 1) no glide  

deletion of /ay/; 2) has tense nuclei for /ey/ and /ow/ - they /ey/ nucleus is an upper and mid 

 tense [e] followed by an inglide. This is paralleled by the realization of /ow/ as /o schwa’. These  

ingliding vowels are similar to those heard in the Gullah dialect of the Sea Islands near Beaufort;  

3) has no back upglides with /oh/; 4) has a palatal upglide in the mid central vowel in words  

with historical final /r/ 5) merges the sounds [ihr] and [ehr] so that cheer and chair become  

homonyms; and 6) exhibits Canadian raising of both [ay] and [ow] sounds. Note also that  

according to Pitt, upper-class people from Charleston are r-less; but that this feature is 

 considered “uppity” by the remainder of the population. 

9.  Summary, Implications and Future Directions  - To summarize what has been said, thus far,  

the speech of SCO67 utilizing the four parameters: 1) phonology; 2) lexicon; 3) syntax; and 4) 

 other Southernisms (supra-segmental features) has the following characteristics. 1)  

Phonology - a) 100% rhotic-retention (with the exception of one word “fourteen” which  

he pronounced as “foteen”); b) 100% [g] retention” in words ending with [ing]; c)  

pronunciation of all vowels with the same quality as other speakers of MAE with the 

 exception of two words: “modern” pronounced with the vowel of [CAUGHT] instead of  

the vowel of [LOT], “fourteen” pronounced with the vowel of [GO] instead of the vowel  

of [CAUGHT]; d) deletion of the final [d] in the word /old/, e) [r] insertion to break up a  

sequence of 3 vowels; f) no other deviations from MAE noted in this domain; 2)  Lexicon  

-  a) rich vocabulary, with a strong preference for using  multisyllable  words with Latin  



cognates rather than the shorter Anglo-Saxon(Germanic) root words (e.g. presently  

(instead of now), opportunity (instead of chance), rural persons ()instead of country  

folk), primarily (Instead of mainly), cultivate (instead of grow), and substantially (instead  

of greatly}; b) non-use of DARE regional words; 3) Syntax - a) deviates from standard 

 syntax in only two cases when he says  “that grows in the bushes wild” instead of “that 

 grows wildly in the bushes”; and the tree was stripped by lightning” instead of “the tree  

was struck by lightning”; b) employment of some awkward phrase structures 4) Other  

Southernisms -  slow manner of talking; slight lengthening of his vowels and diphthongs  

producing a drawl of sorts; employment of other supra-segmental features (intonation,  

word stress, etc.) that are difficult to capture in writing all of which in combination identifies 

 him, to my mind, as a Black Southerner. 

That is, although my speaker did not exhibit any measurable deviations from Mainstream English, yet his  

speech is distinctly from the South and, for me, is identifiable as a Black speaker. Perhaps this is because  

of his accent, rhythm, timber and other stylistic, prosodic or suprasegmental features like word stress  

and intonation that not only identifies him as southern but also as black. One thing in particular that  

stands out, however, is that he lengthens not only his diphthongs but vowels as well. Since this is so, we  

are talking about vowel length rather than vowel quality and since the former is non-phonemic it can  

not be considered as either deviant or stigmatic.  

With respect to semantics (i.e. the content of his presentation) we are invited to see the image of a 

 black man when he says: 1) African head comb 2) she’s my heartbeat; 3) twelve to foteen, fifteen; and 

 4) the Almighty looking down. I say this because this is what I have heard Black people, but never a  

White person say.  

A serious conundrum is thus exposed in this papers because though “accent” is not considered a  

stigmatic feature with respect to MAE, in reality it is. If a person writes something (without eye dialect)  

the accent can’t be readily detected; but as soon as it is spoken it can. Moreover, if it does not sound  

like the “accent” of the preferred dialect (which in MAE is an abstracted mid-western dialect) it is in 

 fact stigmatized. 

 This is  evidenced by the effort of the US government to correct the speech of President Lyndon B.  



Johnson,whose objectional Texas twang was considered by some to be not only an embarrassment to  

the Presidency, but to the nation as a whole. In short, the more one sounds like a mid-westerner, the  

more MAE it is considered to be.  

In this paper I have clearly shown that  SCO67 is an MAE speaker; but at the end of the day, when 

 push comes to shove, his speech, as well as the color of his skin, clearly identifies him as being a Black  

southerner with all of the negative or positive associations thereof. 

Finally, since SCO67 was male with a deep masculine voice, I did not analyze his female speech  

characteristics (see Appendix 5). However, it would be an project to compare black  

male speech to white male speech to see if perhaps the concept of “female speech” plays a 

 role in racial identification. It would also be interesting to compare the DARE speech of a white  

southerner and a black southerner to see if it is possible to identify and categorize the more 

 subtle identificatory differences in their speech relying mainly on prosody, pragmatics, and  

semantics rather than phonology, morphology and syntax.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 1 - 

A.  DARE Lexical Items of the South in Charleston Region - adder(snake), barefoot (coffee 
without sugar or cream), bellowed (said of a horse short of breath), breeze up (getting windy), 
Brunswick stew (catfish stew), butt-head (hornless cow), “can’t even bell a buzzard”(stupid), 
coal oil (kerosene), cooter (turtle),  creek (small stream), crocus sack (gunny sack), dope (a 
cola), duck (cigarette or cigar butt), “breeze up” (getting windy), brownie (penny), dog-fly (a 
kind of biting fly), fire dogs (fireplace andirons),  “found a calf”  (gave birth to a calf), freshet 
(small fresh water stream), fritter (pancake), frog-skin (dollar bill), frog-sticker (jack knife), 
ground peas (peanuts), hog’s head cheese; haslet (edible innards of pig), hopping john (meat 
cooked with peas an pepper), kernel (pit of fruit),  liver-pudding, lulling down (wind decreasing, 
tail (rear end), outen (put out), piazza (porch), potato hill (pile of potatoes covered with straw), 
sand spurs (burrs found on grass), “sick on one’s stomach” (sick to one’s stomach), spider 
(skillet), spigot (faucet), skeeter hawk (dragonfly), stick broom (broom), stick frog (mumbly 
peg),  stump (cigarette or cigar butt), tabby (cat), “turn of wood” (an armful of wood), turn plow 
(moldboard plow), whicker (neighing of a horse), stove key (metal bar for lifting off eye on a 
primitive stove). 

B. Regional lexical items attributed to Blacks - cooter, goober, gumbo, juke, juju, okra, poor Joe, 
tote, “cotton is low”  (  slip is showing), high yellow (mulatto), pinder (peanuts), big daddy 
(grandfather), big mama (gradmother), beau dollar (silver dollar). Other words of Black origin 
that have become widespread are banjo, bogus, boogie-woogie, chigger, hep or hip, jazz, jitter, 
jive, mumbo-jumbo, phony, voodoo, yam and zombie.  

C- DARE words typical of the lower South (outside of my region) - chittlens (pig intestines), grits, 
collard greens, press peach, snap beans, Swiss broom (whisk broom), to drop corn (to plant 
corn), cat squirrel (grey squirrel), redbugs (chiggers), a calf “blates” (sound made by calf), a cow 
“lows” (sound made by cow), hey (hi), disremember (forget), tip (to walk quietly), squirts 
(diarrhea), mulligrube (the blues), to chunk (to throw), suck holes (whirl-pools), buck naked 
(stark naked), Tommy Walkers (stilts), mosquito hawk (dragon fly), bream (a kin of freshwater 
fish), cinquapins (chestnut trees), pine straw (pine needles), fat pine or splinters (kindling 
wood), hop scot (hop scotch), and tumble set (somersault) 

Appendix 2 -  Reading Passage 

                              “THE STORY OF ARTHUR THE RAT” 

Once upon a time there was a young rat who couldn’t make up his mind. Whenever the  
 
Other rats asked him if he would like to come out hunting with them, he would answer  
 
in a hoarse voice, “I don’t know.” And when they said, “Would you rather stay inside?”  
                                                     [diphthong in know and inside lengthened] 
 
He wouldn’t say yes, or no either. He’d always shirk making a choice. One fine day his  

Commented [EP1]:  



 
aunt Josephine said to him, “Now look here! No one will ever care for you if you carry on  
 
like this. You have no more mind of your own than a greasy old blade of grass!” The  
 
young rat coughed and looked wise, as usual, but said nothing. 
           [legthened dipththong in coughed]       
                                                                                         ] 
“Don’t you think so?” said his aunt stamping with her foot, for she couldn’t bear to see  
                                                             [stampring] 
 
the young rat so coldblooded. “I don’t know,” was all he ever answered, and then he’d  
 
walk off to think for an hour or more, whether he would stay in his hole in the ground or  
 
go out into the loft. One night the rats heard a loud noise in the loft. It was a very dreary  
 
old place. The roof let the rain come washing in, the beams and rafters had all rotted 
 
 through, so the whole thing was quite unsafe. At last one of the joists gave way, and  
 
the beams fell with one edge on the floor. The walls shook, and the cupola fell off, and   
                                                                            [no s in walls] 
 
all the rats’ hair stood on end with fear and horror. “This won’t do,” said their leader.  
 
“We can’t stay cooped up here any longer.” So they sent out scouts to search for a new 
 
 home.A little later on that evening the scouts came back and said they had found an 
 
 old- fashioned horse-barn where there would be room and board for all of them. 
                                      [no d in old] 
. 
The leader gave the order at once, “Company fall in!” and the rats crawled out of their  
 
holes right away and stood on the floor a long time. Just then the old rat caught sight 
                                                                                                       [d  in old deleted] 
                                                                                                                            
of young Arthur — that was the name of the shirker. He wasn’t in the line, and he wasn’t  
 
exactly out of it– he stood just by it.“Come on, get in line!” growled the old rat coarsely.  
                                                                                                                      [d in old deleted] 
 
“Of course you’re coming too?” “I don’t know,” said Arthur calmly. “Why, the idea of it!  
 
                                        [pronounced [i-dear]with the stress on the first syllable] 
 



You don’t think it’s safe here anymore, do you?” “I’m not certain,” said Arthur  
 
undaunted. “The roof may not fall down yet.” “Well,” said the old rat, “we can’t wait for  
                                                                                                    [d in old deleted] 
 
you to join us.” Then he turned to the others and shouted, “Right about face! March!” 
 
and the long line marched out of the barn while the young rat watched them. “I think I’ll  
 
go tomorrow,” he said to himself, “but then again, perhaps I won’t — it’s so nice and  
 
snug here. I guess I’ll go back to my hole under the log for a while just to make up my 
 
 mind.” But during the night there was  a big crash. Down came beams, rafters, joists 
 
 — the whole business. Next morning — it was a foggy day — some men came to look  
 
over the damage. It seemed odd to them that the old building was not haunted by rats.  
                                                                      [d in old deleted] 
 
But at last one of them happened to move a board, and he caught sight of a young rat,  
 
quite dead, half in and half out of his hole. Thus the shirker got his due, and there was  
 
no mourning for him. 
 

Appendix 3 - Transcription of my speaker’s interview  (SC067) in  Charleston, South 

Carolina on August 4th. Note: In section A, all words containing “r” are 

underlined. Words containing “r” of the pattern (C)r(V] are indicated by (1), VrC 

by (2 )and Vr / Vr# by (3). Amazingly this man has a pronounced  “r “ in every 

position that there should be one.] 

A- Transcription of entire text: INF = informant; FW = interviewer 

INF:  I think I’d like to talk at random for(3) a moment just about my work(2) 

        It’s an interesting thing I feel rewarding (2) to (of) to me so far(3) as my 

        Inner(3) self is concerned(2) and rewarding(2) to the people that whom I  

        work(2) so far(3) as they’re(3) concerned(2) as it deals with upgrading(1)  

       them economically  I happen to be working(2) with the South Carolina  

       commission for farm(2)  workers(2) as economic planner(3). Prior(3) to  



       that  I was the housing director(3) and in Charleston (2) County  

       presently(1) there(3) are(3) eighteen houses under(3) construction(1) that  

      the people  themselves (will) are(3) constructing(1). It’s called Mutual Self  

      Help Housing. It’s a take off from(1) the old barn(2)  raising days of early(2)  

      America. We have a staff that teaches the families how to do the  

      construction(1) and they do it themselves which gives them   a sense of 

      accomplishment, a feeling of dignity and we hope that at the end of it a  

      pride(1)  of ownership(2). And (uh) three(1)  other(3) counties in  

      Dorchester(2) county there(3) are(3) eight families who are presently(1) in  

      their(3) homes that they have built themselves. In Sumpter(3) County  

      there(3) are(3) six families in their(3) homes and (in) in Williamsberg(2)  

      County six families in their(3) homes that are(3) already(1)  constructed(1).  

     The Sumpter(3) County project(1) is one that we feel is the most unique in  

     the United  States in that it is the only one hundred(1) percent(2)  self-help 

     housing  Project(1) which means that from(1) the ground(1) up including  

      the drilling(1) of the wells, the building of septic tanks, the completion of  

      the house, the painting, the wiring, the plumbing, the whole bit has been  

     done  by the families who are(3) in the project(1).  But I have recently  

     moved out of the housing program (1) into economic planning which to me  

     also offers(2) an opportunity(2) to work(2) for(3) the benefit of rural low- 

     income families. We have  some few things in mind at present(1) which 

     includes (ah) farming (2) cooperatives.  It includes economic development  

     cooperatives such as buying clubs etc. And also catfish farming (2) that’s  



     relatively new // and I have recently looked into the possibility of getting  

      some heavy equipment … 

Continuation  

SCO67  7:45 - 12:23 (End) Aug 4____ 

INF 

such as back hoe, front loader types of things bulldozers where the families or  

 the men of the families of some rural (ah) rural persons can upgrade their income  

substantially by learning to operate this type of equipment forming themselves  

into cooperatives so that they can own this equipment themselves and also in  

getting the children involved into such things as (ah) lawn cutting and (ah)  

whittling of some certain types of (ah of of of ) modern day  (ah) 

commodities that might reach the open market. (ah) The weaving of baskets that 

 is done anyway in this area but perhaps the growing of the grass to weave the  

baskets and as it stands now is grass that grows in the marshes wild but families  

are having to pay for it and we hope to be able to cultivate and grow the grasses  

where they can own it themselves and not have to pay someone else for it (ah) 

and (ah) these baskets are really (ah) items of (of) extreme low country culture  

and art. The whittling things that I talked about would be the African type of head  

comb (that) that young boys primarily in the twelve to fourteen, fifteen year old  

age group can do in a cooperative effort that can upgrade their income  

substantially. And this is the sort of thing that we are after and one of the most  

important things in my life’s structure at the moment. I won’t begin to talk about  

my little four-year old daughter. She is my heartbeat and that would take more   



than the tape can hold. 

FW: 10:19- 10:23 -   Just mention about the guy that got hit by the lightning and  

survived. 

INF 10:24 -   Ah, (dur-) in the housing project we had two men out there  

(One) two men on staff who happened be out at the housing site with a number of  

families showing them how to go about the winding up of the construction of  

their homes when dark clouds came over and with no forewarning (ah) all of a  

sudden there was (a) a flash of lightning and a burst of thunder,  No rain  

anywhere in the visible area and these two men were knocked senseless. They  

happened to be going from one house to another and they were passing by a  

pine tree which happened to’have been (ah) stripped by lighting from top to  

bottom. They were within…one man was leaning with his hand on the tree the  

other was two or three feet away and they got if not the full jolt they got a pretty  

good size of it and had to be carried to the emergency room but they both  

survived and they’re both back on the job and I just feel that this was one  

evidence of the Almighty looking down upon our project favorably 

FW: I know it’s going to be a great project.  Do you have anything else you have  

a burning desire to say? 

INF:  Except that this has been a good experience and (It’s  ah) I’ve appreciated  

the opportunity to participate in it. 

FW - I appreciate your time. 

 

 



B. Additional annotations to text dealing with vowels: Note that in the following 
text the [BITE] vowel is indicted by [A], the [FAT ] vowel is indicated by [B], the 
[BOAT] vowel is indicated by [C] the [BOOT] vowel is indicated by [D] , the [COT] 
vowel by {E} and the CAUGHT] vowel by [F] 

SCO 67  (2nd tape) 4:45- 7:45 // 7:45 - 12:45 

INF -  

 I think I’d like to talk at random for a moment just about my work 

[A]       [A]  [A]  [D] [F] [B]             [F]       [C]                         [A]    

 It’s an interesting(2) thing(1) I feel rewarding(2) to (of) to me so far as my 

                                                 [A]           [F]            [D]       [D]        [C] [E] [B] [A] 

 inner self is concerned and rewarding(2) to the people (that) whom  I  

                                                      [F]             [D]                    [B]       [D}  [A] 

 work so far as they’re concerned as it deals with upgrading(2) 

          [C][E][B]                                [B]                                 

 them economically I happen to be working(2) with the South Carolina  

             [C] [E]         [A][B}       [D]                                                  [B]   [A] 

 commission for farm workers as economic planner. Prior to  

                             [E]                 [B]    [C][E]                     [A]   [D] 

 that, I was the housing(2) director and in Charleston County   

   [B]                                     [A]                          [E] 

 presently there are eighteen houses under construction that  

                           [E]                                                                  [B] 

  the people themselves (will) are constructing(2). It’s called Mutual Self  

                                                  [A]                                      [F]       [D][D] 

 Help Housing(2). It’s a take-off from the old barn raising(2) days of early 



                                                [F]                 [C]   [E] 

 America. We have a staff that teaches the families how to do the  

                         [B]       [B]   [B]                                            [D][D] 

 construction and they do it themselves which gives them a sense of 

                                       [D]                                                      

 accomplishment, a feeling(2) of dignity and we hope, that at the end of it. a  

      [E]                                                                        [C]     [B] [B] 

 pride of ownership.  And (uh) three other counties in  

    [A]       [C]                                                     

  Dorchester county there are eight families who are presently in  

   [F]                                     [E]                           [D]  [E] 

their homes that they have built themselves. In Sumpter County  

           [C]      [B]           [B]                                  

there are six families in their homes and in Williamsberg 

          [E]                                    [C]                

County six families in their homes that are already constructed.  

                                                 [C]       [B]  [E] [F]          

 The Sumpter County project is one that we feel is the most unique in  

                                       [E]                  [B]                           [C]     [D] 

the United States in that it is the only one hundred  percent self-help 

      [D][A]                   [B]                [C]                                        

housing(2)  Project which means that from the ground* up including(2) 

                       [E]                              [B]                                            [D] 



 the drilling(2) of the wells, the building(2) of septic tanks, the completion of  

                                                                                                                   

the house, the painting(2), the wiring(2), the plumbing(1), the whole bit has been  

                                                      [A]                                                 [C]          [B] 

done by the families who are in the project.  But I have recently  

        [A]                       [D]   [E]              [E]              [A] [B] 

 moved out of the housing(2) program into economic planning(2) which to me  

   [D]                                             [C]           [D]       [E]                                     [D] 

  also    offers an opportunity to work for the benefit of rural low- 

[F][C]   [F]            [E]      [D]     [D]         [F]                         [D]    [C] 

 income families. We have some few things in mind at present which 

                                     [B]               [D]                  [A]   [B]    

includes (ah) farming(2) cooperatives.  It includes economic development  

      [D]             [E]            [C][E]                         [D]             [E] 

 cooperatives such as buying(2) clubs etc*. And also catfish farming(2) that’s  

[C][E]                              [A]                                     [F][C] [B]       [E]               [B] 

 relatively new and I have recently looked into the possibility of getting (2) 

                   [D]            [B]                                 [D]      [E]                        

some heavy equipment … //  

                           

such as back hoe, front loader types of things(1) bulldozers where the families or  

         [B]  [B]   [C]            [C]        [A]                                [C] 

 the men of the families of some rural (ah) rural persons can upgrade their income  



                                                        [D]           [D]                                           

substantially by learning(2) to operate this type of equipment forming(2)  

                                                   [E]                  [A]                            [F] 

themselves into cooperatives* so that they can own this equipment themselves  

                       [D]  [C][E]             [C] [B]                 [C]                                  

and also in getting(2) the children involved into such things as (ah) lawn  

       [F][C]                                             [E]          [D]                     [B]         [F] 

cutting (2) and (ah) whittling(2) of some certain types of (ah of of of ) modern *  

                                                                                  [A]                                 [E] 

day  (ah)commodities that might reach the open market. (ah) The weaving(2) of 

                        [E]          [B]   [A]                      [C]      [E]                            

baskets that is done anyway in this area but perhaps the growing(2) of the grass  

[B]          [B]                                                               [B]            [C]                        [B] 

to weave the baskets and as it stands now is grass that grows in the marshes  

                       [B]               [B]                               [B]      [B]    [C]                 [E] 

wild but families are having(2) to pay for it and we hope to be able to cultivate and  

[A]                       [E]   [B]                                              [C]   [D]             [D] 

grow the grasses where they can own it themselves and not have to pay someone  

  [C]           [B]                                  [C]                                    [E]  [B]        

else for it (ah) and (ah) these baskets are really* (ah) items of (of) extreme low  

        [F}                                       [B]                                                                      [C] 

country culture and art. The whittling(2) things(1) that I talked about would be the 

                                  [E]                                              [B] [A] [F]  



 African type of head comb (that) that young boys primarily in the twelve to  

[B]          [A]                 [C]        [B]  [B]                [F]      [A]                               [D]          

fourteen*, fifteen-year old age group can do in a cooperative effort that can  

[F]                                 [C]            [D]          [D]         [C][E]                       [B] 

upgrade their income substantially. And this is the sort of thing(1) that we are 

                                                                                        [F]                      [B]         [E] 

 after and one of the most important things(1)  in my life’s structure at the  

[B]                                [C]        [F]                                    [A]                    [B] 

moment. I won’t begin to talk about my little four-year old daughter. She is my  

 [C]            [C]                     [F]             [A]          [F]          [C]    [F]                      [A]                  

heartbeat and that would take more  than the tape can hold. 

  [E]                   B]                      [F]                                     [C] 

 

FW: 10:19- 10:23 -   

Just mention about the guy that got hit by the lightning(1) and survived. 

                                         [B]  [E]   [A]       [A]      [A]                            [A] 

 

INF 10:24 -   Ah, (dur-) in the housing(2) project we had two men out there  

                    [E]     [D]                                    [E]             [B]   [D]          

(One) two men on staff who happened  to be out at the housing(2) site with a  

            [D]        [E]   [B]     [D] [B]             [D]           [B]                           [A] 

number of families showing(2) them how to go about the winding(2) up of the  

                                    [C]                             [D][C]                   [A]   



construction of their homes when dark clouds came over and with no  

                                    [C]                   [E]                        [C]                     [C] 

forewarning(2) (ah) all of a sudden there was (a) a flash of lightning(1) and a burst  

 [F]    [F]                   [F]                                                  [B]        [A]                

of thunder,  No rain anywhere in the visible area and these two men were knocked  

                    [C]                                                                              [D]                      [E] 

senseless. They happened to be going(2) from one house to another and they  

                             [B]           [D]      [C]                                                    

were passing(2) by a pine tree which happened to have been (ah) stripped* by  

          [B]             [A]    [A]                     [B]             [D] [B]                                       [A] 

lighnting(1) from top to bottom. They were within…one man was leaning(2) with 

[A]                        [E] [D]  [E]                                                                     

his hand on the tree the other was two or three feet away and they got, if not the  

                                                           [D]                                                   [E]     [E] 

full jolt, they got a pretty good size of it and had to be carried to the emergency  

      [C]           [E]                          [A]                  [B]             [B]      [D]              

room but they both survived and they’re both back on the job and I just feel that  

 [D]                    [C]        [A]                           [C]   [B]     [E]        [E]      [A]              [B] 

this was one evidence of the Allmighty looking(2) down upon our project  

                                                 [F]  [A]                                        [E]         [E] 

favorably 

 

FW : 



 I know it’s going to be a great project.  Do you have anything(1) else you have a  

      [C]        [C]                              [E]         [C]  [C]  [B]                                 [D]  [B] 

burning desire to say? 

                   [A]  [U} 

INF 

 Except that this has been a good experience and (It’s  ah) I’ve appreciated the  

              [B]          [B]                                                                   [A]     

opportunity to participate in it. 

[E]                     [E] 

FW -  

I appreciate your time. 

Appendix 4 -Trudgill’s g-dropping  graph 

                                               

Appendix 5 - Characteristics of female speech -             

1) female subservient speech as reflected in the frequent use of tag questions (e.g. isn’t it, shouldn’t I, 

didn’t it);  

2) female employment of weak directives and subtlety (e.g. “could someone please open a window?”;  

“well maybe someone will come to our aid”);  



3) female use of more quantifiers (e.g.. “I‘m really truly sorry” rather than simply “I’m sorry” );  

4) female use of questions instead affirmations (e.g. Are you listening? vs You are not listening);  

5) females being more talkative and have less interruptions in discourse;  

6) females do not try to steer a conversation and are less confrontational;  

7) women talk more about feelings, people, and relationships, whereas men talk more about facts and 

things; 

8) males use language to accomplish things whereas women use it to connect ideas;  

9) men’s language is competitive, whereas women’s language is co-operative;  

10) women’s speech has more hesitations (e.g. um, uh) and disclaimers than men’s speech;  

11) women adopt prestige forms of the language, are more polite and avoid swearing and other 

stigmatizing features; and most importantly 

 12) men’s language is assertive and powerful, whereas women’s language is tentative (e.g. the frequent 

use of hedges like maybe, perhaps, kind of) and, therefore, less credible and/or persuasive. 
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